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Abstract
In this article, two different notions of embeddings of polar spaces are compared. By using
existing results in the ﬁeld, a statement for a Fundamental Theorem of Polar Geometry is then
obtained.
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1. Introduction
In [4] a natural deﬁnition of a morphism of paraprojective spaces was presented,
which generalised the notion of a morphism of projective spaces and when applied to
polar spaces proved to preserve the source’s structure. In fact, because of the rigid
structure of polar spaces, morphisms can often be seen to be embeddings. As this is a
notion frequently used in the context of polar spaces, it is interesting to study how
the proposed deﬁnition compares with other existing ones (see in particular [5]).
Quite often, this relation is straightforward and requires little work. However, the
notion of a weak embedding as presented in [7] yields interesting results in this
context.
In this article, we compare the deﬁnition of an embedding given in [4] with that of
a weak embedding, and by using the main Theorem of [6] we conclude by giving
conditions for morphisms of nondegenerate polar spaces to be induced by
orthogonal maps, i.e. a polar geometry version of the Fundamental Theorem of
Projective Geometry.
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The notations and deﬁnitions that will be used herein are those presented in [4],
Sections 1 and 2. We brieﬂy recall the main notions. The term polar space denotes a
subspace of a nondegenerate polar space in the classical sense (see [1] or [2] for an
overview), in other words the polar spaces considered here are (not necessarily
nondegenerate) partially linear polar spaces. Note that with this point of view, a
projective space is a particular case of a polar space. The line spanned by two points
a and b of a polar space P will be denoted by a*b; where a*b ¼ | if a and b are
noncollinear and a*b ¼ fag if a ¼ b: If P1 and P2 are polar spaces, a partial map
g : P1\E-P2 is a morphism if the following axioms are veriﬁed:
ðM1Þ the kernel E is a subspace of P1;
ðM2Þ a; beE; cAE and aAb*c ) gðaÞ ¼ gðbÞ;
ðM3Þ a; b; ceE and aAb*c ) gðaÞAgðbÞ*gðcÞ:
While the letter P will usually denote a polar space and * its line operator, G will
denote a projective space and% its line operator. If E is a subset of a polar space,
CðEÞ will designate the subspace spanned by E; if E is a subset of a projective space,
the corresponding subspace will be denoted by /ES: Furthermore, if P is a subspace
of a polar space induced by a quasipolarity p on G; and a is an element of G; we will
write a> instead of ap-P (if aAP; this is the usual subspace a> ¼ fbAP j a*ba|g).
Finally, if Pq is a polar space given by a pseudoquadratic form q; its associated
hermitian form c induces a quasipolarity which will be denoted by p (recall that the
deﬁnition of the polar space Pq that we use is slightly different from the classical one,
as the points are given by the zeros of the pseudoquadratic form but the lines are
obtained through the associated hermitian form; this allows us to regroup most
signiﬁcant examples under the same notation).
We also recall the following result (see [4, Section 4]):
Proposition 1.1. Let g : P1\E-P2 be a morphism of polar spaces. Suppose that P1 is
thick, P1=RadðP1Þ contains a line and gðP1\EÞ is non-singular. Then
(i) EDRadðP1Þ;
(ii) p*q ¼ | implies gðpÞ*gðqÞ ¼ |:
2. Deﬁnitions and examples
The morphisms we are going to study are the following.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let g : P1-P2 be an injective morphism with empty kernel between
polar spaces.
If b*ca| and gðaÞAgðbÞ*gðcÞ imply aAb*c; then g is an embedding.
Suppose now that P2 is a projective space. If gðbÞA/gða>ÞS implies bAa> and
/gðP1ÞS ¼ P2; then g is a weak embedding.
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Note that the nomenclature may be a bit misleading, as an embedding is not
necessarily a weak embedding, and that the converse is not always true either (this of
course is due to the fact that the two deﬁnitions come from distinct sources with
different objectives). The following examples illustrate this in the case where the
morphisms are induced by semilinear maps.
Example. (1) Let fðv; wÞ ¼ v1w2 þ v3w4 be a bilinear form on Q4; and q the
associated pseudoquadratic form relative to s ¼ id and e ¼ 	1: Choose a; b; gAR
such that the set faibjgk j 1pi; j; kp4g is linearly independent over Q; and deﬁne a
map f : Q4-R3 by
f ðv1; v2; v3; v4Þ :¼
X4
i¼1
viai;
X4
j¼1
vjb
j;
X4
k¼1
vkgk
 !
:
It is not hard to check that f is semilinear and induces an injective morphism with
empty kernel g :Pq-GðR3Þ; where GðR3Þ is the projective space associated to R3:
Let u; v; w be three vectors in Q4 such that f ðuÞ; f ðvÞ; f ðwÞ are linearly dependent.
Then P
uiai
P
ujb
j P ukgkP
viai
P
vjb
j P vkgkP
wiai
P
wjb
j P wkgk

 ¼
X
i;j;k
ui uj uk
vi vj vk
wi wj wk

a
ibjgk ¼ 0;
so that all the determinants in the sum are zero, which means that u; v; w are linearly
dependent in Q4; and g is an embedding.
Consider now ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ; ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ; ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ; ð0; 0; 0; 1ÞAQ4 and let p; a; b; c be
their respective equivalence classes in Pq: Note that b; cAa> and that gðaÞ; gðbÞ; gðcÞ
are not collinear, so they span GðR3Þ: But pea> and pA/gða>ÞS; which implies that
g is not a weak embedding.
(2) Let f and q be as in the preceding example but seen as forms on Q7; thus, Pq is
a polar space with a radical containing a plane. Again, choose a; bAR such that the
set faibj j 1pi; jp3g is linearly independent over Q; and deﬁne a map f : Q7-R6 by
f ðv1;y; v8Þ :¼ v1; v2; v3; v4;
X7
i¼5
viai	4;
X7
j¼5
vjb
j	4
 !
:
As before, f is semilinear and induces an injective morphism with empty kernel
g : Pq-GðR6Þ:
However, gðRadðPqÞÞ is contained in a line, so g is not an embedding.
To see that g is a weak embedding, consider f and q as forms on R6 now, as well as
the induced polar space P0q: So the map g : Pq-P
0
q is a morphism of polar spaces;
furthermore, by Corollary 2.4, we see that if gðbÞA/gða>ÞS; then gðbÞAgðaÞ>; so
that bAa> by Proposition 1.1.
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Remark 2.2. Example 1 shows that embeddings of polar spaces into projective
spaces can be quite intricate. Example 2 illustrates the fact that weak embeddings do
not impose many restrictions on the behaviour of the radical.
2.1. Morphisms and hyperplanes
In order to study weak embeddings from the point of view of morphisms, it is
useful to develop certain results concerning hyperplanes. Recall that a polar space. P
is well-embedded in a projective space G if bca| implies bc ¼ b*c:
Proposition 2.3. Let P1 be a thick polar space, P2 a polar space well-embedded in a
projective space G; g : P1\E-P2 a morphism and H a hyperplane of P1 containing E:
Suppose that P1=RadðP1Þ contains a line, that /gðP1\EÞS ¼ G and that
/gðH\EÞSaG: Then /gðH\EÞS is a hyperplane of G:
Proof. We prove that /gðH\EÞS is a maximal proper subspace of G: Let aAP1\H
and set F :¼ /gðaÞ; gðH\EÞS-P2; which is a subspace of P2: By [4] Proposition
2.1.4, g	1ðFÞ,E is a subspace of P1 containing a and H; so Cða; HÞDg	1ðFÞ,E
and /gðCða; HÞ\EÞSD/gðaÞ; gðH\EÞS ¼ /gðaÞ;/gðH\EÞSS:
By [2] Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 3.15, the hyperplane H is a maximal
proper subspace of P1; so /gðCða; HÞ\EÞS ¼ /gðP1\EÞS ¼ G; which implies that
/gðaÞ;/gðH\EÞSS ¼ G: Finally, as /gðH\EÞSaG; we can conclude. &
Corollary 2.4. Let P1 be a thick polar space, P2 a subspace of a polar space induced by
a quasipolarity p on G and g : P1\E-P2 a morphism. Suppose that P1=RadðP1Þ
contains a line, that /gðP1\EÞS ¼ G; and that gðP1\EÞ is nonsingular. Let aAP1\E:
Then /gða>\EÞS ¼ pðgðaÞÞ:
Proof. As g is a morphism, we have gða>\EÞDgðaÞ>DpðgðaÞÞ:
If aARadðP1Þ; we can write gðP1\EÞ ¼ gða>\EÞ; using that /gðP1\EÞS ¼ G; we
get /gða>\EÞS ¼ G; so /gða>\EÞS ¼ pðgðaÞÞ:
If aeRadðP1Þ; Proposition 1.1 implies that gðaÞeRadðP2Þ so /gða>\EÞSD
pðgðaÞÞaG: We can apply the proposition and conclude that /gða>\EÞS ¼
pðgðaÞÞ: &
Corollary 2.5. Let P1 be a thick polar space, P2 a subspace of a polar space induced by
a quasipolarity p on G2 and g : P1\E-P2 a morphism. Suppose that P1=RadðP1Þ
contains a line, that /gðP1\EÞS ¼ G; and that gðP1\EÞ is nonsingular. Let
a; b; cAP1\E be such that b*c ¼ |: Then a>+b>-c> implies gðaÞp+gðbÞp-gðcÞp:
Proof. We ﬁrst remark that /gððb>-c>Þ\EÞSD/gðb>\EÞS-/gðc>\EÞS: By the
preceding corollary, we have /gðb>\EÞS ¼ pðgðbÞÞ and /gðc>\EÞS ¼ pðgðcÞÞ: As
b*c ¼ |; we have gðbÞ*gðcÞ ¼ | by Proposition 1.1 so pðgðbÞÞD/ pðgðcÞÞ and
pðgðbÞÞ-pðgðcÞÞ is a proper subspace of pðgðbÞÞ:
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We remark now that b> ¼ Cðb; b>-c>Þ: Setting F :¼ /gðbÞ; gððb>-c>Þ\EÞS
-P2; we see that b> is contained in the subspace g	1ðFÞ,E; so
/gðb>\EÞSD/gðbÞ; gððb>-c>Þ\EÞSDpðgðbÞÞ; which means that we have the
equality /gðbÞ; gððb>-c>Þ\EÞS ¼ /gðbÞ;/gððb>-c>Þ\EÞSS ¼ /gðb>\EÞS ¼
pðgðbÞÞ: Thus, /gððb>-c>Þ\EÞS is a hyperplane of pðgðbÞÞ and we have
/gððb>-c>Þ\EÞS ¼ pðgðbÞÞ-pðgðcÞÞ; allowing us to conclude. &
2.2. Results on embeddings
The following proposition gives a condition for a morphism to be a weak
embedding. This result follows from the fact that polar spaces do not have much
freedom when mapping onto nonsingular subspaces (see [4, Corollary 4.2.2]).
Proposition 2.6. Let P1 be a thick polar space, P2 a subspace of a polar space induced
by a quasipolarity p on G and g : P1-P2 an injective morphism (with empty kernel)
such that /gðP1ÞS ¼ G and gðP1Þ is nonsingular. Suppose that P1=RadðP1Þ contains a
line. Then g is a weak embedding.
Proof. Let a; bAP1 be such that gðbÞA/gða>ÞS: Applying Corollary 2.4 we get
gðbÞAgðaÞ>; and Proposition 1.1 yields that bAa>: &
A consequence of this proposition is the following result, which puts forth certain
conditions for a morphism of nondegenerate polar spaces to be induced by a
semilinear map.
Theorem 2.7. Let ðV1; q1Þ and ðV2; q2Þ be pseudoquadratic spaces over K and L;
respectively, such that the hermitian forms c1 and c2 are nondegenerate, and let
g : Pq1 \E-Pq2 be a morphism. Suppose that Pq1 contains a line, and that
/gðPq1\EÞS ¼ GðV2Þ:
If dimðV1Þ44 then there exists a semilinear map f : V1-V2 inducing g:
Furthermore, f is unique up to scalar multiplication.
Proof. Note that the nondegeneracy of ci implies that the radical of Pqi (which is
contained in that of Pci ) is empty (for i ¼ 1; 2). Moreover, gðPq1 \EÞ is contained in
Pq2 and spans GðV2Þ; so gðPq1 \EÞ must be nonsingular and E ¼ | (by Proposition
1.1). Therefore the image of g is not contained in a line.
Suppose that Ks1;e1aK : The preceding proposition yields that g is a weak
embedding and we can apply the Theorem in [6] to get the existence of f :
Furthermore, the extension of g to GðV1Þ is easily seen to be unique by construction,
and two semilinear maps inducing the same (nonconstant) map on projective spaces
are equal up to scalar multiplication (see [3, Proposition 6.3.6]).
Suppose now that Ks1;e1 ¼ K ; so Pq1 ¼ GðV1Þ as sets. Let a; b; cAPq1 be such
that aAb%c: We have to prove that gðaÞAgðbÞ%gðcÞ; which is clear if b*ca|
(in this case b%c ¼ b*c). Suppose that b*c ¼ |: As p is a quasipolarity,
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we have pðaÞ+pðbÞ-pðcÞ; so a>Db>-c>: This implies by Corollary 2.5
that pðgðaÞÞ+pðgðbÞÞ-pðgðcÞÞ; and since p is nondegenerate, this yields
gðaÞAgðbÞ%gðcÞ: Thus, g is a morphism of projective spaces and we can apply
the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry to get the existence of f ; as well
as its unicity up to scalar multiplication (see [3, Theorem 10.1.4]). &
Remark 2.8. The preceding theorem is not stated in all its generality, as the result in
[6] also takes into account certain cases where the polar space at the source is of the
form Pc1 : Moreover, the second part of the proof is also valid if dimðV1Þ ¼ 4:
Finally, we mention that this theorem may be extended to degenerate polar spaces by
a method similar to the one presented in [7] Theorem 5.1.1.
In fact, the semilinear map f of the theorem is orthogonal. However, to prove this
we need more information on the structure of polar spaces.
Lemma 2.9. Let V be a vector space, P a polar space of the form P ¼ Pq or P ¼ Pc;
and pAGðVÞ\P:
Then rAP\ p> implies there exists sAP such that pAr%s: Furthermore, we have
/PS ¼ GðVÞ:
Proof. See [8] Lemma 8.1.6. &
Proposition 2.10. Let f : V1-V2 be a semilinear map, where ðV1; q1Þ and ðV2; q2Þ are
pseudoquadratic spaces such that the hermitian forms c1 and c2 are nondegenerate.
Suppose that Pq1 contains a line, and that f induces a morphism g : Pq1-Pq2 :
Then f is orthogonal.
Proof. We denote by Gf :GðV1Þ-GðV2Þ the map induced by f on the respective
projective spaces. Thus, we have to show that bApðaÞ implies Gf ðbÞApðGf ðaÞÞ for all
a; bAGðV1Þ: Note that the set a> is a hyperplane of Pq1 for any aAGðV1Þ; so/a>S is a
hyperplane of GðV1Þ and /a>S ¼ pðaÞ (use [2, Lemmas 2.8, 2.5 and Theorem 3.15]).
If a; bAP1; we have bApðaÞ-P1 ¼ a>; so that gðbÞAgða>ÞDgðaÞ>DpðgðaÞÞ:
If aAP1; beP1; we have a>D/ b>; so there exists pAa>\b> and by the lemma, there
also exists qAa> such that bAp%q: Thus, gðpÞ; gðqÞApðgðaÞÞ by the preceding point,
and Gf ðbÞAgðpÞ%gðqÞDpðgðaÞÞ:
If a; beP1 and aab; there also exists p; qAa>\b> with bAp%q; so that
Gf ðbÞAgðpÞ%gðqÞDpðGf ðaÞÞ by the preceding point.
Finally, if a; beP1 and a ¼ b; there exists pAa> and q a third point on a%p which
satisﬁes qApðaÞ; by the two preceding points, we have gðpÞ; gðqÞApðGf ðaÞÞ so that
gðaÞApðGf ðaÞÞ; as required. &
The last proposition states that when the radical at the source is empty (in order to
avoid situations similar to Example 2 of Section 2), weak embeddings behave as
proper embeddings (see [3, Deﬁnition 7.2.4]).
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Proposition 2.11. Let f : V1-V2 be a semilinear map, where ðV1; q1Þ is a
pseudoquadratic space such that the hermitian form c1 is nondegenerate. Suppose
that Pq1 contains a line, and that the induced map g : Pq1-GðV2Þ is a weak embedding.
Then the map Gf :GðV1Þ-GðV2Þ induced by f is a proper embedding.
Proof. As in the previous proposition, it can be shown that bA/a>S implies
Gf ðbÞA/gða>ÞS for all a; bAGðV1Þ: The statement can then be proved by using the
two last points in the proof of [3] Proposition 14.3.3. &
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